March 22, 2016 – Grand Rapids, MI

Do Dancers Rule the Fitness World?
Dancing with the Stars began a new season last night, and once again Paula
asserted that dancers have the best bodies: great musculature and shape
without being unnaturally bulky. She wondered if dancing was the equivalent of
exercising at high reps with low weight as opposed to typical weightlifting that
emphasizes systematically increasing weight when a specific number of
repetitions are met. I do as my wife commands, so this week I'm looking into
the difference in results between high reps at low weight and fewer reps at high
weight.
Let’s look at fewer reps at a higher weight. The purposes of this approach are
two-fold: to increase strength and to increase muscle size. By definition,
strength means the maximal amount of weight a person can lift. Muscle size is
obvious; the muscle visually looks larger.
In order to accomplish either, weight has to be moderate to heavy with the
appropriate number of repetitions. For strength that would be 4–8 reps; for size it might be 10–12 reps.
For strength, the focus is on increasing the amount of weight. For size, the focus is on trying to do several
exercises that hit more parts of a single muscle. An example would be doing bicep curls standing with the arms
perpendicular to the floor, then on an inclined bench with the arms at a 45-degree angle to the body instead of
perpendicular, then twisting the arms out with curls using a dumbbell, and many more.
The result is an increase in strength and size. That doesn’t appear to be what happens to dancers, does it? We’ll
cover low weight with high reps on Thursday.
What are you prepared to do today?

Dr. Chet

Straight Talk on Health
Hear Dr. Chet’s take on the latest health news and research—listen to Straight Talk on Health Sunday
at 7:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. in the Eastern Time Zone on WGVU-FM 88.5 or 95.3, or listen live via the Internet
by going to www.wgvu.org/wgvunews and clicking on "Listen Live" at the top.
The health information in this message is designed for educational purposes only. It’s not a substitute for medical advice from your healthcare provider, and you
should not use it to diagnose or treat a health problem or disease. It’s designed to motivate you to work toward better health, and that includes seeing your
healthcare professional regularly. If what you've read raises any questions or concerns about health problems or possible diseases, talk to your healthcare
provider today.
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